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Approach adopted:

Partnership Agreement (PA) should not be
discussed as a stand-alone document.

It is a part of a wider system (regulations,
institutions, planning and managing system, OPs), that is a
context influencing the position of the PA and EU allocation of
EUR 77,3 bn (plus 5 mio transfered to EC instruments) and 22
OPs for 2014-2020 (plus ETC programmes).
40% for ROPs increases the needs for strict coordination.
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Presentation structure:

A. Key contextual factors
B. Strengths
C. Things deserving more attention
D. Progress and issues

Conclusions
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A1. Context changed and improved:

1. Development act of 2014 refers to planning,
not implementation (definition of PA and
Ter.Contract; stronger position of MRD;
coordinating and control powers)

2. The legal position of PA strengthened vis a
vis other documents (OPs)

3. Clear influence of PA on territorial
contracts signed with the regions

4. ROPs in the final stage of preparation, OPs
ready for negotiations.
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A2. Consultations and preparation:

1. Formal consultations ended on time, informal
taking place (understanding of thematic
objectives, like under which conditions can we
invest into innovation infrastructure? Or airports,
if not under thematic goal „infrastructure”?
Understanding of smart specialization?)

2. Reduced but still visible differences in
understanding drivers of growth (development);
some regions have own ideas

3. Ex ante and on-going evaluations (lesson
learned) used instead of ex post evaluation
(unavailable)
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B.1. PA strengths:

1. Stronger orientation on thematic
objectives

2. Objectives more in line with the new
development paradigm (drivers)

3. More clear rules applied to all funds
covered by CSF (Common Strategic
Framework) – simplification

4. orientation more on vision than needs
(looking into the future, not the past).
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B2. PA strengths ctd

5. Stable institutional system (continuity,
proven quality, improved)
6. More stress on quality (education etc)
7. More orientation on synergy,  project
integration, demand side (results, not
output).
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C1 Things deserving more attention:

1. ROPs objective structure and selection criteria –
to what extent are they going to follow CSF and PA;

2. PA is not precise enough in some parts (left for
clarification in the process of ROPs design? For
instance infrastructure)

3. Strong propensity to solve all coordination
problems with advisory/coordinating bodies, even
where the problems do not refer to planning, but
management (implementation) issues.
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C2 Things deserving more attention:

4. Coordination with EAFRD and EMFF –
should be more specific in order to avoid
future problems (different general provisions;
demarcation line is important but not
sufficient nowadays; for instance ITI, sewage
systems construction responsibility issue etc)
5. more time for consultations to help discuss
not only objectives and funds distribution in
details, but also drivers, visions, barriers etc.
6. individual managerial responsibility should
be encouraged.
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C3. Things deserving more attention: cntd

7. On EAFRD in CSF: Omited key agriculture
(and most rural areas) problem: agrarian
structure (small, dispersed, subsistent, heavily socially
supported farms)(limited coordination)

8. Details on finances left for final ROPs
9. When infrastructure is allowed?
10. Language (administrative slang: „in line with art. 85
allocated…”, p. 27) - for whom it is written?
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D. Recent progress and issues

1.Planned work is on time
2.Negotiations on PA started
3.Final versions of ROPs to be send to the EC in April
4. ESF – ring fencing measure 9 in ROPs discussed
5.From one-fund to multifund and back? (proposed
separate departments to deal with each fund under one
programme)
6.Demarcation between ERDF and CAP: 5 thousand? 20
thousand inhabitants?
7. ITI (integrated Territ. Investm.) limited to regional
capitals, but demand is high (some regions seek a source of
financing for subregional activities)11



Conclusions:

1. Major step into right direction. On time. Despite
delayed adoption of regulations (Dec. 17th)
2. System of objectives and priorities much better
integrated with overall EU development policies;
better employment of contemporary development
factors
3. Significantly improved institutional system
4. Potential problems may happen with coordination
with EAFRD (and EMFF) under CSF.
5. In practice the system should be better protected
from the „goal substitution” mechanism.
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Thank you for your attention

Marek W. Kozak, prof. UW

m.kozak@uw.edu.pl
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